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Abstract
Pulse is a revolutionary social music streaming service that facilitates meaningful Sponsor / User 

engagement by integrating the brand directly into the music discovery experience.


Brands pay to subscribe to the Pulse app and in return they get an effective way of using music to 

interact with, engage and advertise to a large, discerning listener-base. This, in turn, enables listeners 

to access a socially-oriented music streaming platform for free. 

1.

The strategy leverages a fundamental shift in the structure of the recorded music industry, harnessing 

the growth in commercial revenue for the listeners benefit.


Commercial revenue has exploded from just 2.5% of the market in 2001 (generating $600m) to over 

29% in 2020 (generating $6.3bn). This also highlights how music has become increasingly integral to 

brand perception.
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What makes the opportunity all the more compelling is that Pulse is an evolution of an existing music 

distribution entity that enables brands like Nike, Converse, Under Armour, North Face, Columbia, 

Timberland, Vans and Carrefour to enjoy a more-affordable commercial access to music. 

This goes some way to prove that this model is both viable and sustainable — not to mention 

incredibly beneficial to listeners, brands and - most importantly - artists. 

$600m

$6.3B



1.1 Music is about discovery

Listeners continue to embrace and love local genres, celebrating unique cultures and discovering 

new music. The pandemic only reinforced the trend with 63% of listeners exploring new music and 

artists in the last twelve months. 

The most effective way to promote new music discovery is to ensure independent artists can define 

the commercial terms that surround content distribution, enabling them to share tracks, receive a fair 

share of royalties, and afford commercial partners the freedom to license the music for use across 

social, promotional, or other channels. 

Pulse can power this music discovery experience using a novel rights management system that 

simplifies how all parties access and interact with music IP.

1.2 The value chain

This paper models the various actors within the music industry as recipients of a digital identity (DID) 

and explains how intellectual property rights can be queried, with payments calculated and 

executed through a smart contract solution.

Beyond the discovery experience — listeners will also appreciate the fact that artists and labels enjoy 

a more evenly distributed, ongoing stream of royalty payments, distributed the moment that music is 

consumed, with brands only paying for the music they stream

a free-to-access social music discovery service that offers interactive features incentivizing 

engagement and playlist curation. Helping brands reaching their target audience


a clear and transparent rights management system that allows them to invest in music as part 

of their branding and marketing strategies. 

For consumers

listeners will also appreciate the fact that artists and labels enjoy a more evenly-distributed, 

ongoing stream of royalty payments, dispursed the moment that music is consumed with brands 

only paying for the music they stream.

Beyond the discovery experience

a more transparent payment system that ensures they receive their fair share of royalties 

without undue delays. 

For artists

2.
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Background

2.1 Blockchain

Blockchain technology is a core part of the Pulse technology stack, crucial in solving some of the 

problems Pulse has experienced in recent years. The immutable record-keeping database allows for 

the creation of auditable records of transaction or events that cannot be modified, making the 

technology highly attractive for use-cases where trust and transparency within a value-chain is 

essential. 

In the context of Pulse, it allows for the tracking and concise auditing of streams, payments and 

transfers between all participants within the industry, thus negating any attempt by one or more 

parties to misrepresent the data.

2.3 Decentralized digital IDs

Self-sovereign identity (SSI) powered by blockchain technology is enabling new models that give 

artists ownership and control of their content, opening up new ways of monetizing their music. SSI 

technology makes it possible to claim ownership of your digital content by attributing it to a 

Decentralized Identifier (DID) that you control. 

Artists can then monetize this content by granting access to 3rd parties based on an agreed licensing 

model. At any point in time, artists have full visibility on who has access to the content and have the 

ability to revoke the access if the licensing terms are not adhered to. They can also directly engage 

with their fan base in a trusted, secure and private way.

2.2 Smart contracts

Blockchain technology has also enabled the creation of smart contracts. These are pieces of code 

that can store value on the blockchain. 

This programmability of value allows us to guarantee execution or transfer of that value when certain 

predetermined and publicized conditions are met, such as triggering royalty payments under a 

combination of known license conditions to a set of predetermined copyright holders. 

The automatic execution of the contract allows for instant payments in an industry which typically has 

payment terms measured in months, if not years. 
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Pulse: Brand-driven music 

discovery

Brand engagement cannot be manufactured; only facilitated. However, facilitating brand 

engagement is becoming increasingly competitive, with the average person bombarded with up to 

10,000 advertisements a day.

In this environment, it has become increasingly important for brands to curate engaging and 

authentic experiences for their audiences. Music represents a universal and underutilized mechanism 

for brands to interact with their target audience:

That said, frictions within the music industry have led to the underutilization of music in brand 

engagement, with brands deciding that the cost and complexity of licensing outweighs the benefits.


Pulse aims to solve these challenges by allowing brands to seamlessly employ music as a key part of 

their engagement efforts. In doing so, Pulse can create a brand-funded music streaming service that 

gives consumers a free way to discover and consume music

Source: Sounds like Branding - Heartbeat international

97%
of brands agree that music 


can strengthen their brands

41%
of brands state that music can help 


them build a consistent brand image

27%
of brands say that music can help 


to create a unique identity from 


their competition
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3.1 Problems with using music in brand engagement

Despite acknowledging the uniquely emotive power of music in brand engagement, 

brands spend less than  on music. This demonstrates the disconnect 

between a brand’s intent to use music and its ability to deliver the same. 

7 out of 10 

5% of their marketing budget

There are two primary factors driving the challenges of music usage in branding, both of which are 

linked to a lack of transparency and access to the music industry:

2.  The ROI of using music

Even if brands do solve the problem of legal rights, it is very hard to come to a clear idea of 

the return on investment for using music. 

Whilst notionally, most brands can agree that music is important to brand experience, 38% of 

brands state that it is hard to measure the value of their investment in music, which puts them 

off engaging in the difficult process of buying rights to music in the first place.

This is compounded by the fact that brands are not using music innovatively, so are 

insufficiently leveraging the ability of music to help distinguish them from the crowd.

×Ì Legal rights (including associated costs)

With regards to the legal rights, there are many difficulties. The complexity of the music 

landscape, with increasing numbers of digital platforms to access music means the industry is 

highly accessible but increasingly difficult to penetrate. 

Most notably, national differences in copyright laws mean that brands have to first work out 

whether they are legally allowed to use the music they want, and then they have to work out 

how much using the music will cost. 

Without a dedicated specialist to solve these problems and give confidence that the brand 

has purchased the correct licensing rights, it is often simpler and cheaper to not use music at 

all.



3.2 How Pulse uses music to facilitate brand engagement

First and foremost, Pulse ensures that brands are central to a consumer’s discovery of new music and 

memories. By designing the platform this way, Pulse does not directly compete with your traditional 

music database. 

Pulse supplements a rich catalog of popular content with a service that enables consumers to find 

their new favorite songs. To this end, brands will be tightly integrated into the Pulse platform, driving 

meaningful interaction over-and-above traditional advertisements. 

Crucially, the platform will not be limited to music. The content will stretch across media (including 

written and video) allowing brands to share and harness their knowledge.


Moreover, brands will be able to connect directly with their fans in a trusted, secure and peer-to-peer 

fashion. Relevant offers, discounts and messages can be sent directly to fans based on their privacy 

settings: rather than users being flooded with cold-email messages, customers who have proven 

interest can be reached directly on their mobile phones.

Namely, the Pulse platform will do the thinking of how brands can use music to engage innovatively 

and uniquely with their customers.

Secondly, Pulse has a rich suite of engagement tools which reveal measurable user actions and user- 

centric insights to the brands. This allows brands to really see the results of their investment in music. 

Brands will receive interaction statistics related to their playlists, editorials, products, videos, and apps. 

There will also be opt-in widgets to help brands strengthen their marketing audience; newsletters, 

interactive fan-blogs, webisodes and all manner of revolutionary social concepts will come to the fore. 

Furthermore, brands can run offers or offer experiences on Pulse allowing them to create meaningful 

connections with customers. 

6.
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Blockchain and Music
Pulse Can use blockchain technology to resolve the legal and technical barriers that have prevented 

brands from investing in music. In doing so, we enable the unique business model that ensures the 

viability of a free, social music-discovery service. 

4.1 Internal decentralized copyright database

Royalty copyrights are split into sound recording rights (these can include both the artist, as well as the 

record label) and music composition rights (including songwriters, composers and publishers). 

Whilst details of the various stakeholders of these rights are recorded for each published song through 

the registration of unique identifiers - ISRC (for sound recording rights) and ISWC (for composition 

rights) - the commercial terms themselves are not recorded. 

Copyright information is therefore siloed across a large number of agencies across the world, divided 

across geographical and commercial lines. Many of these agencies have not embraced technology 

innovations like APIs, meaning that the distribution process is time-consuming as each participant must 

learn who next to route payment to. 

This technical inadequacy creates significant friction for brands to overcome if they wish to license 

music. There is no way for them to know what content is available for them to use nor what it will cost 

them to use it. For content uploaded directly to the platform, Pulse solves this problem with the 

creation of a decentralized copyright database. 

When content owners register content on Pulse they register - for each piece individual piece of 

content - the sound recording and music composition rights, as well as contact details and an e-wallet 

address for all rights holders. These terms can be specific to a geographic region or time-period 

(whichever is required) thus allowing the associated rights-owner to register them on Pulse’s database. 

This reduces the burden on brands licensing this content; they no longer have to hire specialists to 

navigate the legal rights but can simply query what music is available and what the price of that 

content is. 
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4.2 Transparent content usage tracking

David Crosby

For brands

For artists

Fiona Bevan

In the music industry, payments can take years to resolve, creating cash flow issues for the original 

artists, who are often the least able to afford them.

There are two primary factors driving the challenges of music usage in branding, both of which are 

linked to a lack of transparency and access to the music industry: 

On the contrary — whenever a song streams on Pulse, a debt is created between Pulse and the 

upstream labels, publishers and artists that have been involved in the creation of this piece of content. 

is a multi award-winning, platinum album-selling 

artist who could ordinarily sell-out venues to 

make a living. But he has been forced to sell his 

entire catalogue as a means to make revenue. 

Source:

Source: BBC.com/news/entertainment-arts-55232418

A smart contract can query the copyright database, ascertain who these beneficiaries are, and 

instantaneously execute the payment. This means brands and content owners can track content 

usage in real-time, enabling two core benefits: 

In turn, these benefits build trust in the platform, increasing participation and usage, which, in turn, 

increases the platform’s available content offering. Ultimately, this creates more value for brands, by 

expanding the available amount of content for them for license.

rich data about how consumers interact with a piece of music, allowing them to 

optimize their campaigns to their goals.

artists that use Pulse can expect to earn up to 5x more per stream, while absolute transparency 

builds confidence that royalties are being calculated correctly and speed of settlement means no 

more waiting month

claims to have earned just £100 for composing a single 

on the Kylie Minogue album, ‘Disco’. Her claim to UK 

Government Ministers in 2020 was that people in her 

shoes are ‘driving Ubers’ and ‘struggling to pay their 

rent’, when that should never be the case. Musicbusinessworldwide.com/david-crosby-selling-his-song-


catalog-its-my-only-option-streaming-stole-my-record-money/
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4.3 Lower licensing costs

Owing to the friction in the music industry, value is extracted as it moves down this value chain, 

resulting in artists and songwriters receiving severely diminished returns.

This paradigm has continued into the digital age, with artists on most digital service providers receiving 

just 12% of the revenue generated from their music. And intermediaries not only push content creator 

wages down. They drive up the cost of licensing music. 

By solving the practical, technical and financial challenges inherent in the industry, we remove the 

need for a number of middlemen, creating a larger pot of value and better value for brands that 

choose to use music as part of their marketing activities. 

4.4 Benefits for Artists

Perhaps most importantly from a consumer perspective: the benefits of the Pulse platform extend to 

the artists themselves, offering them a better and fairer experience in monetizing their content in three 

key ways: 

In the future, Pulse will also allow artists to fundraise from fans, potentially producing new albums in 

exchange for future revenues, executed transparently and immutably through the Pulse platform.

Á By uploading content to Pulse, artists remove the influence of third-parties and enable timely, 

automatic smart-contract payments to their account. This allows for predictable, more substantial 

income streams.

Á Simple, easy-to-understand licensing agreements help independent artists avoid legal overhead 

and license new music for use by a broad audience. 

Á Analytics and engagement metrics help artists understand what their fans like, and give 

opportunities to reward loyalty through exclusive content and offers.
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Pulse Solution
Pulse encompasses a suite of products for all stakeholders (artists, managers, brand and consumers), 

alongside decentralized identity (for rights/content management) and decentralized payments (for 

seamless settlement). 

Front-and-center sits the music discovery service. Behind this listener-facing platform sit two portals: 

one for artists, another for brands. 

Pulse Music Discovery gives users the ability to browse, search, and discover new music via mobile and 

web-based applications. Listeners can stream music through an internet connection, or save tracks for 

listening offline. 

As the app is effectively a social platform, users will be asked to create a custom profile, which links to 

their playlists. Users can also set privacy preferences, managing the frequency with which brands can 

contact them (if at all)

The apps allow listeners to: 

5.1 Pulse App

5.1.1 Pulse Music Discovery

Listen
a social feed of new music 

Engage
brand-curated content 

Earn
playlists for personal use
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The Pulse Artist Portal allows artists to create their official digital identifier, called the ‘Pulse Artist Pass.’ 

The pass includes a unique DID, which governs platform-wide interactions, including payments, 

licensing and associated actions. 

Each artist must verify their identity via an industry-standard provider. This allows emerging artists to use 

the platform while avoiding potential abuse by malicious actors. Artists remain in full control of all 

information stored on the platform or shared with third parties.

Artists can also assign rights to representatives who can manage administrative details via the Pulse 

Management Console.

Artists can also use the Pulse Artist Pass to verify relationships and agreements with potential 

collaborators or representatives.

The Pulse Artist Portal also includes a dashboard to visualize how often tracks have been streamed, 

alongside accrued royalties.

Specifically, the Pulse Artist Pass enables artists to:

5.1.2 Pulse Artists Portal

Access
the Pulse platform

Upload
content and set commercial/


licencing terms

Own
a single source of truth for 


interacting with other third-party 


music services

Use
the Pulse Wallet and receive 


royalty payments

Share
information with collaborators 


and representatives
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The Pulse Brand Portal allows brands to create and manage their brand presence across the entire 

Pulse platform. Brands get a ‘Pulse Brand Pass’ that connects to all pertinent brand details, including 

services, store locations, and wallet addresses.

Brands must pay to access the Pulse Brand Portal. This requirement gives listeners free access to our 

ad-supported service, ultimately allowing users to enjoy music discovery intertwined with meaningful 

brand engagement. 

Specifically — the Pulse Brand Portal enables brands to:

5.1.3 Pulse Brand Portal

Create
profiles, curate playlists, and set preferred genres to reflect their brand identity 

Message
users who have shown interest, and whose privacy settings allow it 

License
rights to use a track from a library of tracks available specifically for licensing 


(e.g., ESPN licensing a song for a broadcast advert playing on TV) 

Pick 
playlists for in-store streaming, with royalty payments handled through the platform

Book
artists for events (even finding ‘a classical piano player in Amsterdam for Tuesday’), 


with all administration handled through Pulse

Arrange
collaborations and branded content to be promoted across the platform and social media 


(e.g., Sephora launching a new fragrance and developing branded content to promote the product) 

Track 
spending and performance metrics using analytics to accurately measure ROI 


(alongside discovering insights on listener demographics, etc.) 
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5.2 Pulse Wallet

Given that Pulse is a blockchain solution, the app requires an easy-to-use, secure wallet offering 

maximum functionality to users. The Pulse Wallet is a standalone product ensuring a seamless music 

discovery experience, alongside offering several earning opportunities. 

The primary focus of the wallet is on a clear, easy-to-understand interface so that users do not feel 

overwhelmed by the technology. The wallet interfaces look like typical digital-native solution, ensuring 

everyone feels comfortable interacting with the service. 

The wallet will offer three core services: 

Overview
where artists can track royalty payments, see their current account balance, and manage funds 

Earn
where users can deploy funds into decentralized finance protocols to earn more incentives 

(includes PLS staking, alongside several stablecoin savings plans) 
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Platform Architecture

6.1 Decentralized Identifiers

Decentralized identifiers (DIDs) identify all unique stakeholders (song writers, publishers, collection 

societies, artists, aggregators, labels, consumers, brands) and content types (songs, videos). DIDs 

enable the controller to prove ownership using verifiable claims, which are statements about the DID 

and can be used to capture metadata about a song or the contractual agreements between parties. 

DIDs provide a mechanism to prove which actors have identified the content as legitimate. They are 

resolved to a DID document which describes the public keys, authentication protocols and service 

endpoints necessary to initiate trustworthy interactions with the identified entity. The service endpoints 

can point to encrypted data vaults that store verifiable claims about the identity including information 

such as metadata and associated contractual information. The service endpoints can also direct users 

towards the server where the content is located. 

Pulse implements the four layers of the SSI stack where the bottom two layers are about achieving 

machine trust and the top two layers are about achieving human trust. 

Layer 1

Layer 2Layer 3

Layer 4

Enables peer to peer, DID-to-DID


connections for secure communications 

and data exchange.

Implements a credential 


exchange protocol between 


issuers

DID Anchor, DID Storage, 


DID Operations and DID mechanism

overnance layer that is essential to 


meeting customer requirements for 


data security, privacy and portability

1.

2.3.

4.

Pulse
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Layer 1

Layer 1 encompasses several components: DID Anchor, DID Storage, DID Operations and DID 

mechanism. The DID Anchor component provides an environment where DIDs live, for example: 

Cardano, Ethereum, Bitcoin public blockchains. 

Layer 2

Layer 2 describes a protocol that enables peer to peer, DID-to-DID connections for secure 

communications and data exchange. The Pulse platform is designed so that no personal identifiable 

information or confidential information is stored on the ledger. Identity owners have software Agents 

that assist them to store, manage and use keys and credentials. Typically, one agent is stored on their 

device and the other is in the cloud. Identity owners can share DID and credential information via 

these software agents. Agents can authenticate one another using the keys associated with their peer 

DIDs and all communication is done via peer-to-peer signed and encrypted messages. Device agents 

are highly decentralized as they are in the control of the owner and the keys and credentials remain 

on the device. Cloud agents are also decentralized in the sense that they are either self-hosted or run 

by a qualified service provider. 

It provides a root of trust that is censorship-resistant and not controlled by central entities. The DIDs 

stored in the DID Anchor component are primarily for Credential Issuers whose digital signatures need 

to be widely verifiable. The DID storage component is typically used when the DID Method has 

separated the storage of DID documents and DIDs from the trusted network which is in the anchor 

layer. 

The Pulse platform utilizes a variant of Microsoft's Layer 2 Side Tree protocol in the DID Storage 

component which is designed for high scalability and transaction processing speed. The DID 

Operations component provides capabilities to perform CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) 

functionality on the DID as defined by the W3C standard. The DID Resolution component provides a 

mechanism to “resolve” DIDs to their associated DID documents to access cryptographic keys, 

services endpoints and metadata associated with the DID. 
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Layer 3

Layer 3 implements a credential exchange protocol between issuers, holders and verifiers of digital 

credentials based on the W3C Verifiable Credentials Data Model 1.0 standard. This protocol describes 

how the issuer agent issues a credential to a credential holder and how the credential holder can 

present a proof of such a credential to an interested party such that it can be cryptographically 

verified without needing to involve the issuer. Credentials are signed by the issuer using the private key 

that is associated with the DID rooted in the public ledger. This enables any verifier to easily verify the 

issuer’s public key. An issuer uses a credential definition file to describe a credential. This includes the 

public DID of the issuer, the schema for the credential, and a revocation registry for the credential. This 

information is used for decentralized discovery and is stored on the ledger. 

Layer 4

Layer 4 provides a governance layer that is essential to meeting customer requirements for data 

security, privacy and portability whilst ensuring the identity owners retain control and ownership of 

their data. Governance frameworks and processes also enable the public to trust that issuing parties 

are indeed who they say they are and provide verifiable proof. 
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6.2 Music rights management

6.3 Payments reconciliation

Each song is automatically assigned a DID and metadata. The metadata import process standardizes 

Content Asset Information, Sound Recording Information and Music Composition Information. 

For each song, we also record the assigned unique music industry identifiers ISRC (International 

Standard Reporting Code) and ISWC (International Standard Work Code) to report and identify 

content. 

The metadata and licensing terms for each song are stored in an encrypted data vault that is owned 

and controlled by the administrator. The keys associated with DID (and Song) are managed via a 

browser wallet extension and stored securely in a hardware wallet. 

A digital fingerprint of each song is also created to prevent duplicate content being uploaded. Each 

song is also signed with the keys associated with its DID. The public Content Asset Information for each 

song and the related DID are stored in a database to enable searching. 

Pulse records when a user streams a song then uses the DID associated with the song to determine 

where royalties are due. Smart contracts execute payments to the appropriate wallets. 

The payment record includes the source of the payment and whether it comes from a brand 

sponsored channel. A record of the transaction is also recorded as part of the metadata linked to the 

song allowing artists to prove the use of any track. 

The administrator also specifies where the content can be accessed for processing. 

¬ Administrators can link Pulse Artist Passes to each song / album or collection

¬ They can also specify the licensing terms including the royalty split for each stakeholder, Territorial 

Rights (e.g., Worldwide) and payment terms. 



7.0 Business Model
The recorded music industry draws 72% of its revenue from the top 5 markets, which represent just 8.6% 

of the global population. The reasons for this are two-fold: 

These two insights are the core drivers behind Pulse’s business strategy and ultimate business model. 

V Most service providers focus on paid subscriptions 

V These markets have collective licensing organizations set up to collect royalties on 

behalf of copyright owners (which is not the case in most emerging and developing 

markets) 

7.1 Business Model

Pulse’s model revolves around offering a free-to-user, ad-supported platform with a focus on emerging 

economies that boast high populations and young demographics. This will allow Pulse to attract users 

not by competing with existing services but by attracting a new segment. 

The below canvas illustrates the various revenue streams and value propositions for Pulse. 
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Conclusion
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Pulse offers a compelling, almost-revolutionary take on music streaming. 

In place of charging the listener, Pulse gets brands to subsidise the platform through a unique ‘music- 

licensing-as-a-service’ model. 

The model capitalizes on a fundamental shift in the music industry; a shift away from the traditions of 

personal consumption and more towards the future of commercial licensing. Given our track record of 

onboarding global brands (Converse, Under Armor, North Face, Columbia, Timberland, Vans, 

Carrefour) onto an existing platform, there’s offering Pulse a concrete foundation on which to build its 

revolutionary business model. 

Ultimately, what Pulse will have created is an ecosystem that allows users in the developing world to 

enjoy a free streaming service that ties the best of social media into a novel music-discovery 

experience, with brands investing in Pulse as a platform that promises meaningful, measurable 

engagement with users. 

Ultimately, Pulse’s goal is to become a fairer, more efficient means of streaming music: a platform that 

helps brands license a broader music catalogue, artists receive fairer royalties, and listeners enjoy a 

more immersive music streaming experience. 

We consider the ecosystem a virtuous circle, rewarding artists and listeners for participating in tandem 

with giving brands an effective way to deepen their relationship with their audience. 
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